
Website doesn\'t count my laps.Posted by mistersix - 2022/09/10 22:10_____________________________________Hello. Im having some issue recently with the website. It doesn't count my valid laps im doing on servers. I was driving in gameserver 2 but none of the laps was counted even if game counted them. It says i drove 0 km on the spa but its not true. More it says i joined the track last time on 07.09 even if i was driving today. The live map breaks when im about to finish my first timed lap then freezes and my laps are not being counted from that point. Few days ago it was counting my laps but now something is wrong? Any solution to that problem? https://imgur.com/0sLSL3Q============================================================================Aw: Website doesn\'t count my laps.Posted by Nilski98 - 2022/09/11 23:54_____________________________________You probably have the same issue I have. The longer the laps the higher the chance of me disconnecting after completing one lap, happens mostly in races, but can and will happen during Practice or Qualifying too.That issue is down to your internet provider and I myself drive many of the races with 2+min laptimes on mobile data through USB-Tethering to avoid those disconnects.The description of your problem is 1:1 the same for me in terms of the live timing etc. so if you can you'll need to drive with mobile data instead, more on that here: http://www.koelschbierbude.de/component/option,com_fireboard/func,view/Itemid,99/catid,43/id,12671/In case the mobile data usage I pointed out in that post is too high for your liking you can easily turn down your connection quality in the lobby from LAN (best) to ISDN and you'll most likely use less than 100MB during an evening of racing. I don't recommend using either of the two Modem options since that will lead to you not seeing all cars.============================================================================Re:Website doesn\'t count my laps.Posted by mistersix - 2022/09/12 00:05_____________________________________It doesnt say im disconnected but after some time when i switch into opponents camera its stuck on the track like no one was there. I have good connection, for example i run Iracing with good ping without issues. But anyway its still freezes me on live map just after first timed lap every time on the same place.Ok, so i plugged my mobile internet and it seems to stop disconnecting me.============================================================================Aw: Re:Website doesn\'t count my laps.Posted by Nilski98 - 2022/09/12 17:24_____________________________________Yeah you won't get a notification with these kind of disconnects, everybody else just disappears and you're not on the server any longer.============================================================================
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